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1. Introduction. The problem of the determination of division algebras

has been successfully investigated by Professor L. E. Dickson, who was the

first to discover a division algebra D of order «2 over a field F, and who recently

has shown f how to construct all algebras Y of order nt = Qiqi over a field F,

corresponding to the Galois group G of order n = Qq of an equation f(x)= 0

irreducible in F. In addition, he has determined the general conditions,

called A, A, A, which must be satisfied by the algebra V if it is associative.

He has also reduced these conditions in detail for an algebra T corresponding

to a Galois group G of two generators, both when G is an abelian group, and

when G is not abelian but of a special type. Based on his work, our problem

is to reduce the associativity conditions, first when the group G is generated

by two generators ©, and @i, where @„ transforms ©i into some power of ©i;

and second when G is generated by three generators ©„, ©„, and ©1, where @p

transforms ©1 into some power of ©i and ©„ transforms ©i and ®p into powers

of ©! and ©p respectively.

As this paper is a continuation of Dickson's paper (these Transactions,

vol. 28 (1926), pp. 207-234), direct reference is made to it throughout.

Numbered lemmas, numbered theorems and formulas in square brackets

refer to lemmas, theorems and formulas in his paper. The notation is every-

where the same except that, for convenience in this paper, Q has been used

for p, and 8 for ß. It is assumed that the reader has Dickson's paper before

him.

The conditions A, A, and A are the formulas [53], [55], and [58] of

Theorem 10:

A 5 = 8(et)a„

A a*ar(0*o)c*oro = Ck,(Oq)au        (k,r = 1, • • • ,q — 1 ; a0 = 1),

A 8dk = «*(Oa*o(O«*,.(0?-S) •••«*.••• .«(»*. • • • .)

_ (*-l,2, ••• ,q- 1),

* Presented to the Society, December 31, 1926; received by the editors January 28, 1927.

t L. E. Dickson, New division algebras, these Transactions, vol. 28 (1926).
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where there are Q — 1 subscripts 0 under the last a and Q under the final $.

Part 1. Algebras T connected with a non-abelian group

GENERATED BY TWO GENERATORS

2. The group G. Let Gq be the cyclic group generated by 0t of order

q, and let G, be extended to G by 0„ where G„ is of index Q under G. Then the

Qth, but no lower than the Qth power of @„, is a substitution of Gt. If

also 0, transforms 0i into some power x of 0i, then

0? = 0i,     0,"1©!®, = 0i"

where e and x are integers less than q.

Since Gt is cyclic we may denote 0i* by 0*(£ <q) and hence

(1) 0r'0*©i* = ©i*" for all integers s > 0.

But 0, = 0^ and is commutative with 0t, hence it follows from (1)

with k=e and 5 = 1 that

(2) e(x-l)«0 (mod?).

For the same reason replacing s by Q and k by 1 in (1), we see that

(3) Jösl (mod?)

and that x is relatively prime to q.  Groups of this type exist; one such is a

transitive group of order 16 with Q=2, q=S,x = 5 and e = 4.

3. Algebra 2.  The units,; may be given the notation

(4) ii* = jk,   j,' = j«,       jtín - Jt¥h (* < 9,    * < Q),

(5) ii« = g,     i? = «/.,

where g and S are numbers y¿0 of F(i). We also see that

¿o = kx   (mod ?),   *o.0 s kx"   (mod ?) (¿o < ?,   *o-.-0< ?)

where there are s zeros as subscript to k. Throughout this part of the paper

otic* will denote a»,..., where there are s zeros subscript to k.

The subgroup Gt is now cyclic. Hence by Theorem 1 the algebra S may

be regarded as an algebra of order q* over the field Fif derived from F by

adjoining all the symmetric functions of », 6i(i), • ■ ■ , 0«-i(*)- This algebra

is associative if g=g(0i)* Consequently, by Theorem 10, T is associative,

if the conditions A, Dt and Dt all hold and g=g(6i).

* Loc. cit., §4.
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4. Associativity conditions for T. Equation [6] gives the following

formulas:

jkjr = j»,    u = k + r,    Or = 1 (r + k< q),

(6)
jkr - £7«,    u=* k + r - q,    Ckr = g (r+k^q,r<q,k<q).

The condition A gives

(7) 8 = 8(et)a..

Let us now consider the condition A- For any integer m>0, there exists

an integer am, 0^a„<q, and an integer /m>0 such that tmx=mq+am and

(tm—I)x<mq. We define t0 to be 1. Hence am is the value of tm„ which is

written for (tm)<,. If tm+i>k^tm, then k = tm+s, kx = mq+am+sx and

ka=om+sx.  In the same way, if tn+l>r^tH, r = tH+v and r0 = an+vx.

If k+r<q, c*, = l by (6) and, if k0+r0<q, cà„, = l and (k+r)x

*• («-r-»)g+ro+*o. Consequently u=tm+n+b and A becomes

(8) a^+jxt.+tfi**) - ««.+.+$.

But, if Jfeo+ro s£ ?> « = *»+»+i+*» and A becomes

(9) «wm«i.+.(0i**)í: = ««.+.+»+»•

If we write k = 1, that is m — 0 and 5 = 1, in (8) and (9) we get

(10) acc.+tff) - <*,.+*» (» + K Ah-i - <-),

(11) aatn+w(0!)g = ««„+, (»+ 1 -*«+!- O,

and (12) follows by induction from (10) and (11) :

(12) «, = a,.+, - g'<xct(e;) ■ ■■ «W"»*) (r= 1,2, ••• ,?-l).

It is easily verified that equations (9) and (10) are satisfied identically,

when the values for a*, ar and a« from (12) are substituted into them.

When k+r=q, ka+ra=q and so ctr=ct,,,=g, while «=0. Hence A

becomes ayot,(9ik*)g=g(9q), or on substitution for a* and a, from (12)

(13) aafa'MOl') • • • a(e^l^)g* = $(*,).

That g occurs on the left hand side to the power of x is easily seen. For

(* + r)x = (m + n)q + k0 + r0 = (m + n + l)q,

m + n + 1 = *.
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If k+r>q, Ckr=g and u = k+r—q. Then, as in the previous cases,

(Vi " !,    k + r = <•+» + b,    « = <m+n-» + b ;

= g>      * + r = 'm+n+l + b,      U = tm+n+l-s + 6.

On substituting for a», ar and au their values from (12) into Di and cancel-

ling the terms common to both sides, we see that, when k+r >q, Dt reduces

to (13). Hence we have the following lemma:

Lemma A. The condition D2 reduces for all values ofk,r<q,to (12) or (13),

where (12) merely serves to express ar(r = 2, • • • , q — l) in terms of a.

Next, let us consider the condition Z)8.  Since XQ=\ (mod q),jk.=i*

(where there are Q subscripts 0) and, since j, and i* are commutative, d* in

Dt is equal to 1. Condition Z?s becomes

(14) S m ^(e?-1)«**^"1) • • • «*x«-io(0i») (k = 1,2, ...,?- 1).

Lemma B.  The condition (14) follows for all values of k<qfrom

(15) o = a(O«I(O«*'(0í<^-,) • • • «««"'«CO-

TO prove this lemma by induction, we assume that (14) holds for all values

of k ¿k and, writing 0i* for i in (15), combine the equation thus obtained with

(14). Since by [8] and (1)

Vq     VI   -»1    '|      »

5 oW) = 'fictlc^i(C>^(eikz,eV)s(eik)5(e1^).

But by the general formula D2 this becomes

do) « = m*+i) ff «(*■«- (*?-*) c**~'"-l(*?-
J.O.   — wT*/*   - Vg     / r*a—m\ '

(Since 0**" = ©*„...„, ct^.x« is used to denote Ckt...9.it...e, where there are s sub-

scripts 0.). All the c's in this product cancel except the first of the numerator

and the last of the denominator, namely ck,i(df) and c*zq,*q, each of which is

equal to 1, since for the induction k <q — 1. Hence (16) is simply (14) with k

replaced by k + 1. As (14) holds for k = 1 the proof of the lemma is complete.

We have now proved the following theorem:

Theorem A. Let f(x) = 0 be an equation of degree Qq irreducible in F

whose Galois group G is generated by ®i and ©„, such that ©i is of order q and

0a transforms ©i into ®f and @aQ = @ie, while no lower than the Qth power of
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©„ is equal to a power of ©i. Excluding the case q — 2, we see that G is not

abelian and that x, e, q and Q must satisfy (2) and (3). The roots of f(x) =0 are

\k = 0,1, • • • ,q - 1 /,

where B\(i)=i, OqQ(i)=0'(i), and 0i and 0q are rational functions of i with

coefficients in F.  There exists an associative algebra 2 whose elements are

A=fo + A/i + hj? + ■■■+ ft-U'x*-1,

where the /* are polynomials in i of degree less than Qq with coefficients in F,

while

jxq = f(0 = g(flO,   jir4>(i) - *(öir(i));"ir (r - 1, • • • ,f - 1),

so that the product of any two elements of 2 is another element of 2. Let

¿Wo(*,)+£/*(*)«*/.»,

where a* is defined by (12), Then under multiplication defined by [20] the

totality of polynomials in j, with coefficients in 2 form an algebra of order Q*q*

over F, which is associative if and only ifg=g(6i), 8 = 8($q)a,, and (13) and (15)

hold.

Part 2. Algebras r connected with a group generated

BY THREE GENERATORS

5. The group G. Let the group G have the invariant subgroup Gq,

which is of the same type as the group G considered in §2, where Gq has the

invariant cyclic subgroup Gp generated by ©i of order p, and Gp is of index

P under Gq and is extended to Gq by the substitution @p. Further, let Gq

be of index Q under G so that the Qth, but no lower than the Qth, power

of ©4 is a substitution of Gq. Then, if @a transforms ©linto ©i» and @p into

@p*, while ©p transforms ©i into ©i1, we have

(17) ©? = e.. = e,"Gi*,     ©/ = ©. = ©x«     (e < p, ei < p, et < P),

(18) ©¿-'©Ia©,,' = ©!«•.

(19) ©,-©1°©/ = @i°^,

(20) er'©,*©,* = ®pb",

where a, b and s are integers > 0.
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It follows from §2 that the substitutions of G9 are represented uniquely

in the form 0t = 0iP+o = 0p&0i" (b<P, a<p) and if q=Pp the substitutions

of G in the form ©,-„+* = 0«r©*(>'<(?, k <q). As in §2 we see that

(21) xF=l (modp),

(22) (*-l)e = 0 (modi).

If we write s = Q, a = 1 in (19), it follows from (17) that

(23) *"sy« (modp).

Similarly, from (17) and (20) with s = Q, we find that

(24) ¿(z« - 1) - bmP, emb + e^x* - 1) s 0    (mod p)(b = 1, • • • ,P - 1).

But (24) is satisfied if

(25) z0 - 1 = mP, em + e¿x - 1) s 0        (mod p)(m integer > 0).

In addition the transforms of ©^ and 0*0? by 0, must be equal and also

the transforms of ©£ and 0, by 0P. Hence we have

(26) et(t - 1) = np,    e(z - y) = 0 (mod p)(n integer > 0).

Finally, since

©¿-'(©¿■'©i®»)©. - (©r1©,-1)©^©,®.),

and, as a; is relatively prime to p, y is relatively prime to p by (23).  Hence

(27) a;-1 si (modp).

Other conditions to be satisfied by the parameters e, t\, et, x, y, and z may

be deduced, but these are all that will be required. It is sufficient for our

purpose that groups of this type do exist. For example, there is a transitive

group of order 32 in which P=4, P = i, Q = 2, e = 2, «i = 2, c» = 0 and

x=y=z = 3.

Iik = a+bp(a = 0, 1, • • • , p — 1; 6 = 0, 1, • • • , P — 1), then ¿oo-o = «oo..o

+¿00.-oí where fl0o-o</» and =ay* (mod p),bw...^<P and sfo'(modP)

and there are í subscripts 0. With these values of k and k0, the units and

constants of multiplication of T are given by formulas [49j, [50] and [52],

where p, e and ß are replaced by Q, e' and 5 respectively.

6. The algebra S. The subgroup Gq being now of the type G considered

in §2, the algebra S, which by Theorem 1 may be regarded as an algebra

of order q2 over the field Fi, derived from F by adjoining all the symmetric

functions of », 6i(i), • • • , 0«-i(*)> *s 0I tne tyPe T considered in Part 1.   If
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we substitute p, P, ß and p for q, Q, a and 8 respectively, all the formulas

of Part 1 hold. Hence 2 is associative if, and only if,

g = g(6i),

P - p(0p)ß;

(28)
ßß(e1*)ß(o?-)---ß(6lw)g* = g(ep),

p = ß(e/-1)ß,(o/-1)ßAePp-i) ■ ■ ■ ß*»p(0i).

By Theorem 10, if (28) holds, T is associative if and only if the conditions

A, A, and A all hold. In these conditions, as quoted in the introduction,

we must now write e' for e.

7.   Associativity conditions for T.  Condition A gives

(29) 5 = 8(dq)a.. (e' = ei+ ei?).

In the consideration of condition A, let

k = bp + a /a, f-0,1, ••• ,p-l\

r = sp + t \b, s = 0,1, •■ • ,P- 1 /.

If ¿=5 = 0, we see as in §4 that A reduces to (30) and (31):

(30) «„ = ««.+. = g'aatf?) ■ ■ ■ a(8¿'-»y) (a = 1,2, • ■ • ,p - 1),

(31) g(0q) = aa(<V) • • • a(ffi<»-»»)«",

where ytn = np+an and (tn — \)y<np, while tn+i>a^t„*

Now, let a = t = 0 so that k and r are multiples of p and may be taken as

kp and rp respectively. Hence we must consider the condition

(32) a*P«rj>(0*p.)c*J>.,rp. =  CtP,rp(6q)au.

Iiztn = mP+am,z(tm-l)<mP(m = 0,l, ■ • ■ ,z-l)(am<P),*andtM+l>k = tm,

then k = tm+s and kz = mP+b, where b = sz+am<P.

Since, by the second of (17), ©** = ©£©?",f we must consider the value

of em. As at the beginning of §4 we can find integers /„ and aM = 0, such that

efß=nP+a,, and e(f„ — l)<p where ali<p. Then, if fp+i>m=fh+h^f„
0P,=@P@^+*•.   Hence kpa = bp+a^+he.   Similarly, if r = /„-K «=/,+w,

* See the definition of tm and am at the beginning of §4.

t If e=0 the work is exactly similar to that in §4.
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then rpo=dp+ar+we, where d=vz+an<P. We now require to consider the

value of Ckpt.rp,- Since

JkPlJrPt =  C*Po.»W«o

J\        JpJl Jp>

then

(33) ckpt,TpJUt = ^p.n.iei"")^^*,

where a = a^+a,+ (h-\-w)e.

For, since
a, + we = »e (mod p),

(a, + we)«* s we** (mod p)

and so by (22)

nex* = ne = a, + we (mod p).

In (33), Cbp,n, denotes CbP,/, where ne=f (mod p) &nd f<p, and later, to

simplify the formulas, Cbp+a,,P+t is often written for c*r, if 0^0? = ©* and

@'g@l = @r, even when a and í are greater than p, and b and s greater than P.

When i+d<P, ip+d=i(&+d)p and, if <r<p, m+n is of the form /„+»+' and

¿m>„rj>,=C6p,»,(0r*); but, if a^p, then w+» is of the form f„+r+i+t and

C*P.,rpo =gC6p,n«(ör*).

When 6+dè-P, iP+<,=PÍÜP+<,~P, and from (33) we see that a factor g

or g2 occurs in c*p0,rp„ according as a+e^p or ^2/>; that is, according as

m+n+l is of the form/M+,+i+/ or/M+,+2+i. Hence the complete values of

Ckpt,rpt as obtained from (33) are given by

(34) Ckp^pt = Xcbp,n.(er-)

where

X = 1,  if £ + r = im+n + s, m + n = /„+, + *,

= g,  if k + r = /m+„ + s, m + n = /M+,+i + /,

= p(ô1<",+»)«), if k + r = ¿m+n+i + 5, m + » + 1 = f„+, + t,

= p(ô1("'+")')g,  if * + r = tm+n+i + s, m + n+l= /M+F+1 + t,

= p(&V"+»>')g2, if k + r = fm+n+1 + i, m + » + 1 = /„+,+, + *.

Now, since jpj,=ßej,jp, we have

(35) c»p,„. = ßn. ßn.(6v) ■ ■ ■ BH.(e¿-1),
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and by (10) and (11)

ßr. = ß.ßir-iA0i') (r*f,),
(36)

ft.-j-rß. 0Ö-D.(Of) (r - /,).

For ex=e (mod p) and accordingly c,,(,_i). = c,„ir~».,-

Hence, by (17), the second of (28), (35), and (36),

where G„=p p(0«) • • • p(6i~1), and n=f,+w.

When k+r<P, CiP,rp = l and « = (£+r)^, and if we take k = l, A by

means of (34) and (37) becomes

(38)

where

FWV) Û7) (~¿)~)'" a(r+1)'

F-l,    r^tn+1-l,

= p(e:+"),  r + i = <,+i,  » +1 ** /h.i,

= sp(0.B+m),   r + i = /»+i,   » + i = f,+l.

From successive applications of (38) we get*

(39) arp = ap<xp(6p') ■ • • ap(0pw)pp(e.) ■ • • P(Brl)g',

where r = 1, 2, • • • , P—1; r = tn+v; n=f,+w.

By means of (34) and the formula BbJß^' = 0p' = 6kP„ it can be shown

that A is satisfied identically when the values of a»p, arp and au are substi-

tuted from (39) into (32), for all values of k and r for which k+r<P.

But, if k+r=P, CkP,rp=p and « = c. Hence

(k + r)z = Pz,    k + r = t„

and, since kz+0 (modP) (£=P-1), z = m+w+l. If

(40) z = fx + h (ax + he<p),

\=fi+v or /i+j>+l or n+v+2, and in all cases by (34) and (39) A reduces

tot

(41) <W0p') • • • ap(8p'e-»)pp(e.) ■ ■ ■ p(6.-l)gx - p(0,)«..

♦If «=0, fsO and o„=oh>a,(V) • • ' o,(9,(r-,),)p".

flf «-0, X=0, o.= l and (41) becomes 0,0,(9,,') ■ ■ ■ «»(V*""0) p'-p(9.)-
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Similarly, if k+r>P, D2 reduces to (41) for all values of k<P, r<P.

For, when k+r >P, ckp.rp =p and u = e+(k+r —P)p. Now

a^«(i+^_p)p(ô,,')c,c,(*+r_p),0 = a^Kn^./.),,

and by (26) Dt becomes

(42) CtkpOWp(Bph,)ckvt,rp, = p(et)c„,ik+r-P).pataik+r-P)p(OpF') ,

and, if

k + r=*t. + o (a. + az<P),

then

z(k + r) = sP + a. + az,    k + r - P = <_, + a.

Hence, if s =/,+», where a,+ne<p, the left hand side of (42) is equal to

ata,(e,') ■ ■ • «p(*V*+'-1")pp(0.) • • • P(e.-l)g*.

Then, if
i-z =./„ + »' {a, + n'e<p),

by (40)
s = fx+„ + n" or /x+,,+1 + »",

and so <t=X+m or X-f-/i+l, according as c„>(*+f._P)f = 1 or g. The right hand

side of (42) then becomes

p(eq)a^xp(ej'')ap(ep^»') • • • a,(em<»*-»')x,

where

x = M&XC1) • • • p(0«'_x-

On equating the two sides so obtained and cancelling the common factors,

we get (41).
We must now consider the general case of Dt, where

k = a + bp /a, /= 1,2, ••• ,p-\ \

r = t + sp \b, *- 1,2, ••• ,P-1 /.

For simplicity in writing let

i"' be aefined as ja when @j' = 0O and a' > p > a,

jph' be defined as 74,+,» when 0P*' = ®t,p+d and b' > P > b.

Then

1 p 1 p *    1 1     p p
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Hence

(43) Ckr = Cn(ef)ca,l*Ctj,..,(&[)cw.

To get the value of c»,,, we consider*

which is equal to

(44) Cat,\,,pjk,C,y,,,PjT% = Cay,b,pCtt..,p(6k^CitrJuf

Since j\,p% may be of the form j*jp we have

Cipf.t.pjp^jl»   =  '».P.**/!*""/!.*',

or, since i'sx (mod p),

(45) cti*MPjphtj& - ct.p.tijfVjf.

Hence

(46) c*,+.nJßT(WJ»uJ*'J>"

= c*irP.<»(ö°1')ca,,(Vx»<:6«p,»»p(ö,0)c,0„a;.(ll

where

Jp Jp ' = c».p,««pj»,.

We get as special cases of A,

ow»(ö,Jc,,w, = c,w(ô,)a.,

(47) aaa(1»(0ajcay,i^y = Ca.i.t^a,,

oiPa»p(Öip0)c6,p,,fp = CfcP,,p(0g)a„,

and

(48) at = a«+»„ = a<.a(,p(öao)cov.6,p

(a = 0,1, ••.,*-1;»-0,1,      -.P-l),

where (48) combined with (30) and (39) defines a* in terms of a and ap, and

Co».»«p!!=l or £ according as am+sß<p or ^p, where

oy=*mp + am   (am<p),   bz = sP + b.   (b.<P),   se**up + s>   (s„<p).

* If «—0, Cwi.m*— 1 for all value« of » and m
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Making use of (47) and (48), and substituting for c*r and c*,,, their values

obtained from (44), (45) and (46) in D2, we get

(49) cnpcti(dph,)cbup,ty = cty^,btpCbp,t(6q)ataabp(0itv*).

The w in the first of (47) may be of the form t+sp and so the first of (47)

is a case of D2 that we are considering. But by writing a=v, b = 0, and

proceeding as in the general case, we reduce it to (49), where since b = 0

the formula corresponding to the first of (47) is now of the type (48). The

second and third of (47) have been treated earlier.

We now prove the following lemma :

Lemma A. The formula (49) may be deduced for all values of b <P and

t<p from

(50) otpct(0p')c.p,y = *»..., c,.i(A)«,a,(0i'»).

Assume that (49) holds for all values of b^b and t^t, and consider (49)

with t = 1 ; that is

(51) abpa(ePh,)cb,p.y = Cy:j,tb,pCbp.\(0q)ajMbp(0í"h).

If we now write Op* for i in (51) and multiply the left members of (51) and

(49) together and equate the result to the product of the right members, we

get

(52) abpCt,+1(0ph')Cb.p.tyCb,p,y(9liy*b)Ct¿y,yJ>

-ra(*i,*a»,(0i«+l>«"*)

where

Y = ctv,v(epb')cb,,i(6ixbeq)ctv,),,bP,cv¿,,b.p(6i«",')ct¿,li,(0q).

Now,

Cty.y(Opb')Cbzp.it+l)yCtyz)>,bipCyxl>.bMp(Ql'v''')

=  Cbtp,tyCbtp,y(Oliy* )Cfya* , yi* C(t+1) yxh ,6ip,

and

C&p.H-l = Cbp.AÜf^Cbp.tCt*,*.

Making use of these two results, we see that (52) becomes (49) with t re-

placed by t+1, and so by induction (49) may be deduced from (51).

Now, (49) with t = x becomes

(53) CtbpOlx(0p'")Cb,P,xy =  Cy,M,b.pCbp,x(9q)T,

where
T = a^iabp(9ly'b+1).
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Since

C(k+l)p,l = Cp,i(6p )CbP,x

and

Cbxp.tp C(b+l)ip,y Cyx.mP\Pp   JCyxb+l .bpt

—   Ctp,y(0ph')Ch'P,*VCt>'P,*p(6f*      ̂ Cyx^H.lb+VlMp,

when we combine (53) with (50), where 0\' is written for i in (50), we get

(49) with b replaced by b+1 and our lemma is proved. Since z <P, c yz ,,„ = 1

and (50) becomes

(54) apa(ep')ctp,y = cp.i(fl,)a«op(öiit»),

where

Cpl  =  ß,   C,p,y  =  ßy(ep'-l)ßy,(ep-t)  •   ■  • ßy„^.

We have now shown that the condition A reduces for all values of

k<q, r<q to (30), (31), (39), (41), (48), and (54) where (30), (39), and (48)
merely express ak(k <q) in terms of a and ap.

It remains to consider the condition D». If j,<j* = dkjvje', where _/»» =./'*,,...,

and there are Q subscripts 0, k' = a'+b'p, where a' = ay(i=axe» (mod p) by

(26), and b' = bzQ = bmP+b by (24), and accordingly

Jp        Jl  Jp •

Also ce>k = dkCk'.' and A becomes

(55) c.-iS = cK'.'Ota+bfW'1) ■ ■ ■ ayQ-i+bfi-ifStyk').

We shall now prove the following lemma:

Lemma B. Condition A follows for all values of k <q from (56) and (57):

(56) c..,i5 = c*",.'a(6qQ-l)ay(6qQ-*) ■ ■ ■ aß-rtfa*»),

(57) <v.p5 = c,Op,.-ap(öiQ-1)«.p(Öi«-2) • • • a,0-«p5(ôp'°).

Since (55) holds for all values of k <q, it is true in particular for the two

cases 6 = 0 and a = 0 respectively:

(58) c>J = «.^...«.(ff,«-1)««»^«"1) • • • «a»o-'ô(ôi°^),

(59) c>,bp8 = Cb'P..>abP(eS-l)oLb.P(6q<t-*) ■ ■ • ahfi-ijW).

If we write
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for i in (59), since

we have from (58) and (59)

(60) c...ac,.,ip(e?>Q)& =. cawn...c..,...(9'l"')W0t~,)X,

-a
where

aaW.-l+bm-lp(0qO-)Cqy.-l**-lp(Ot<*-+l)

c.*.b*,(e,°-)

= c.j>,(6tQ) [c.,«.».«,]-^ aat^+b^,(d9<r-).
«-i

Now, since meb+ei(xh—l)s0 (mod p) by (24),

Jj'j?, - J^pff = /¿¿£{? = //<£ (/ * 0 and inF(i)).

Hence,

i"***./*'./", - c««,k'pc*'.'i«

c»'p,,'(ffi'",*,)c<I».,,'C<,,ip(Ö,')c«'ji«

c.-,bp(0i"*)c..a

From this result remembering that axt^ay9 (mod ^) and that 0^=0.',

we see that (60) becomes (55). By induction, in a manner similar to that

used in Lemma B of §4, it can be shown that (58) and (59) are consequences

of (56) and (57) respectively. In the proof we require the formulas

C«'.,n.lCa»»i,,'C»^.,'(ffi"*')  = C«'oC«'.l(öi"w,)ca«M,^C(«+l)«M,«',

ctp.p(0,')c,',ib+i)pCb'p.t'CrQp,,'(dph')

= Ct,.bpCt'p(0pi')Cb',,tQpCtf+l)'p,4't

which can be deduced as in the previous cases.  Since

«Vi — c,„1i(0i*i)c,,lï«and ¿«i.*« "■ c««.,, =» £■*,«*,

(56) becomes

(61) c.iP,i(di")6 = o«?,«-1)«^,«-*) • • • a,o-i5(&V).

But e27¿P — l by (26) and so c,<p = 1 and (57) becomes

(62) S = c^p.^ap^O-Oaspífl,«-*) ■ • ■ afi-ij<fi/*).
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In (61)
c.,,.1 - ß(«p,r-i)ß.(ep'r-i)ßAep«-t) • • • ß#+,

and in (62), since ^«-«P+l,

CmQp.,'  "* ßt'((H")Cm:»i;

where c»«,,,, = l or g, according as t Sei or >«i and eix = / (mod p).

We have now proved

Theorem B. Let f(x)=0 be an equation of degree n^QPp, irreducible

in afield F, whose group for F is generated by three generators 8i, 0P and 8,

described in §5. Then the algebra 2 is associative if and only if conditions

(28) hold. The totality of polynomials injq with coefficients in 'S form an algebra

r of order n* over F which is associative if and only if conditions (29), (31),

(41), (54), (61), and (62) all hold and 2 is associative.

University or Chicago,
Chicago, III.


